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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

WSN are networks of small computing devices that can sense data and this data can be useful 

for some important job. WSN are used in many areas like battle surveillance, zebra monitoring 

system, sniper detection system and health monitoring systems. Since these networks 

susceptible to a variety of attacks, so it becomes necessary to secure these networks from such 

attacks. A central problem in Wireless Sensor Networks is that the nodes are susceptible to 

physical attacks. Once a sensor is compromised, attacker can easily launch a node clone attack 

by replicating the compromised nodes, distributing these in the network and then a variety of 

insider attacks can be launched. Previous works against the node clone attack suffer either from 

high communication cost or from poor detection accuracy. In this thesis, we are proposing a 

system that detects node clones assuming that WSN to be static and using a distributed scheme. 

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we studied the traditional methods for the node 

clone detection and discuss their drawbacks. Second, we implement an algorithm that will 

eliminate the drawbacks in the traditional schemes and prove its efficiency using simulations. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 
CHAPTER-1 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Wireless sensor networks are networks consisting of small low cost computing devices 

that can sense data from the environment, process the sensed data locally and then by 

using multi-hop relaying send the data to sink which is usually connected to other 

networks through a gateway. They comprise of cutting edge organize designs and in this 

manner are utilized as a part of a wide assortment of uses [1][2]. 

The WSN comprises of “nodes". Each “node” has four components which are as follows: 

a “radio transceiver” which is connected to an antenna, a “microcontroller”, which acts as 

an interface. A “battery source” and to fourth and main component is the “sensor 

node” which can be quiet small or big depending on the need. Extremely small "motes" 

are not developed till date. 

WSN comprises of “nodes" which can vary from few to a large number. Every “node” is 

attached to different number sensors. Wireless sensor networks  is defined as “ a 

collection of spatially distributed autonomous sensors to monitor physical or 

environmental conditions, such as temperature, sound, pressure, etc. and to cooperatively 

pass their data through the network to a main location.” 

WSN is bi-directional. It checks the functioning of all the other sensors present in a 

network. Wireless sensor networks applications - to notice animals conduct in remote 

areas like in a jungle, to notice temperature in an area after a fire and then “temperature 

map” is created, in smart buildings, in intensive care in hospitals, etc. 

It requires lesser cost, lesser manpower, lesser time, delivers data in real time and most 

importantly helps to develop a perfect water status graph .  WSNs topology is one of the 

following -- star topology, wireless mesh topology or cross layered topology. 

Attributes of WSN are: 

It is resistant to failing of node; it is scalable; easy –to –use, has “cross layer” design, has 

“heterogeneous” nodes, is resistant to severe environment conditions and consumes less 

power comparatively. 

Designing of WSN is cross layered now as traditional “layered approach” had many 

shortcomings that were as follows 

1. It could not pass data among the various layers. 

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0123069#pone.0123069.ref001
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0123069#pone.0123069.ref002


2. It did not assure network optimization 

3. It could not modify in response to   environment change. 

4. It could not be used in wireless network. 

 

Therefore nowadays cross layered approach is preferred for improving the transmission 

efficiency and the QoS. 

Sensor nodes comprise a processing unit; radio transceivers and a power source like 

battery. Producing lower cost and smaller size sensor. has not been possible till now. 

Research is still going on this issue. 

WSN performs communication with a “Local Area Network” or Wide Area Network” via 

gateway. The Gateway behaves like an interface for the Wireless Sensor Network and the 

network. 

Wireless sensor network uses simpler OS as compared to normal OS used in our PC’s. 

OS of WSN is similar to embedded systems. Wireless sensor networks are application 

specific. They do not have a general platform. Operating system like eCos and uC/OS are 

used for sensor networks. 

WSN consists of following major components:- 

 

Sensors 

Each senor has covers some are area in WSN and senses the input data and then sends the 

sensed information to microcontroller for further processing. Input for a sensor can be 

temperature, light, heavy metals, gases, vapor, pressure, etc. Output is an analog signal 

which is further converted into digital signal using “ADC” convertor changed to human-

readable form so that humans can read it. 

There are many varieties of sensor each of which has a different cost and size. Wireless 

sensor nodes are small in size so they are supplied power which is lesser than 0.6-2 
ampere-hour and 1.3-3.8 volts. 

Sensors are of three types –“passive, omnidirectional sensors; passive, narrow-beam 

sensors; and active sensors”. 

 Passive sensors are self – powered. 

 Active sensors are not self-powered. 

Theoretical working on WSNs like in this project imagines using passive, 

omnidirectional sensors. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ECos


 

 

 

 

Figure1. Wireless Sensor Network [54] 

 

Controller 

Controller processes the input information and checks functioning of all the other parts in 

the node. Examples of controllers that can be used are “microcontroller”, “digital signal 

processors”, “Field Programming Gate Array”, etc. A microcontroller is used due to its 

lesser cost. It is also very flexible in connecting to another device. It is easily 

programmable. It even consumes less power. Microprocessor uses high power in 

comparison to microcontroller, so a microcontroller is used most of the times. 

 

Power Sources 

Sensor node needs power supply for detecting data, communicating and then processing 

it. If it is not provided with required amount of power supply then it will stop working. 

Mostly the wireless sensor node is present in a faraway location so using battery as a 

power source for it is not a good option as battery has to be changed on regular basis. 

Battery or capacitor is used as a power source for it .It could or could not require 

charging. Power in battery is saved in following ways – By switching off part of nodes 

that are presently not in use .This is called “Dynamic Power Management” or by 

changing amount of power supplied to nodes depending on situation This is called 

“Dynamic Voltage Scaling 

 



External Memory 

Sensors make use of flash memory or memory on chip because they are most energy 

efficient. Flash memory costs less and even has high storing capability. Memory required 

depends on the application being developed. 

 

 

Sensor Nodes of Wireless Sensors 

The WSN sensor node is the principle building piece of the created WSN framework 

model. Conduct of the WSN sensor node is decided by a microcontroller and a software 

program .It is fitted with sensor and microcontroller units. The information detected by 

the sensor goes through a molding circuit which conditions it so that it can be processed 

efficiently in the upcoming stage. At the next point of time after this the information will 

be given to the controller. The wireless sensor hub in this comprises of sensor unit and a 

microcontroller .WSN depends on adaptable, simple to-utilize hardware and software. 

A sensor node called “mote” is a node that performs collecting, processing, and 

communication with all the nodes present in the network. A fact about a mote is that --- 

“A mote is a node but a node is not always a mote”. 

The sensor node consists of: 

 A  microcontroller, 

 A transceiver, 

 External memory, 

 A power source, 

 Sensors 

 

Base Monitoring Station 

The base station gets the information sent from the sensor nodes i.e. end gadgets and 

switches, remotely. Information that is got from the end gadget/device   is sent to the PC 

and information got is shown utilizing the Graphical User Interface on the base 

observing/monitoring station. A Base station is-“a fixed point of communication for 

customer cellular phones on a carrier network”. The base station connects with 

an antenna which does the task of receiving and transmitting the signals in concerned 

person. The base station receives the data sent from the sensor nodes i.e. end devices and 

routers, wirelessly. Data received from the end device nodes is sent to the computer and 

data received is displayed using the built GUI on the screen base monitoring station. 



 

Transceiver:- 

It does the work of receiver as well as of a receiver. 

It is defined as -- “a device that can both transmit and receive communications, in 

particular a combined radio transmitter and receiver.” 

Examples of transceivers that can be used for water quality monitoring system using 

WSN are “radio frequency” transceivers, “optical communication” transceivers 

and “infrared” transceivers. Infrared, transceiver does not require any antenna. It can 

transmit to a lesser distance. “Radio frequency” transceiver is the most commonly used 

transceiver in WSN. WSNs work on following frequencies: 174, 434, 867 and 916 MHz 

and 2.5 GHz. Transceivers do not have different identifiers that are one issue with it. It 

has the following states -- transmit, receive, idle, and sleep. 

Transceiver should be switched off when not in use as it consumes a lot of power even 

when it is not working. When a packet is to be transmitted by the transceiver a large 

amount of power is used. 

 

 

 

 

Figure2. Sensor Network [54] 

 



 

 

 

Figure3. Sensor Network Architecture [54] 

 

 

 

1.2 APPLICATIONS OF WSN: 

1. Sniper Detection system in which microphones is embedded on the shoulder of a soldier 

and then these sensors uses acoustic processing to calculate the trajectory of the 

incoming bullet and hence the position of sniper can be calculated. 

2. Gas sensors networks are used to detect pollution levels in cities and a warning is 

triggered when the pollution levels become greater than the permissible limit. 

3. Under-water sensors can detect and warn any disease beforehand and these are also 

used to detect under-water earthquakes. 

 

Wireless Sensor Networks are prone to much type of attacks and these are: 

Black-Hole attack: In this attack an attacker physically captures nodes and then reprograms 

them so that they do not forward any packet that comes from another node and thus whole 

network gets down. 



Worm-hole attack: Wormhole nodes find a route that is shorter than the original node’s route in 

the network; this confuses routing mechanisms which rely on the knowledge about distance 

between nodes. The attacking node captures the packets from one location and transmits them 

to other distant located node which distributes them locally. A wormhole attack can easily be 

launched by the attacker without having knowledge of the network or compromising any true 

nodes or cryptographic techniques. 

Sinkhole attack: In a sinkhole attack, the opponent’s aim is to attract nearly all the traffic from a 

particular area through a compromised node, creating a sinkhole with the adversary at the 

center. Sinkhole attacks work by making a compromised node look especially attractive to 

surrounding nodes with respect to the routing protocol. Sinkhole attacks are difficult to counter 

because routing information supplied by the node is difficult to verify. As an example, a laptop-

class adversary has a strong power radio transmitter that allows it to provide high-quality route 

by transmitting with enough power to reach a wide area of the network. 

Sybil attack: This attack is particularly confusing to geographic routing protocols as the 

antagonist appears to be in multiple locations at once. A malevolent node present various 

identities to the network is called Sybil attack. 

Node Clone Attack: In this attack the attacker physically captures a node and then makes clones 

of the node using the node id and distributes these inside the network and therefore other 

attacks like DOS and black hole attack can be launched. 

 

The organization of report is: 

In First Section we will discuss some recent existing routing protocols and our problem 

statements and objectives. 

Section II presents our methodology and literature survey which describes the network and 

adversary models used.  This proposed method along with system design. 

In Section III is the analysis part. 

Section IV shows the results. At last in the end the report is concluded. 

 



 

Figure4. Some practical nodes include Mica2, MicaZ, Telos, IRIS, etc. [54] 

 

 

 

1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The problem this paper aims to solve is the detection of node clones attack in WSN by 

studying various algorithms, protocols and discuss their drawbacks and finally, to simulate a 

system with an efficient algorithm.

 

1.4 OBJECTIVE 

Short-term: The short-term objective of the project is to completely understand WSN, 

protocols used in them, different security issues and to analyze and compare different 

algorithms already given for detection of the node replication attack in WSN. 

 

Long-term: Long-term objective of this project is to implement and simulate an efficient 

algorithm for the detection of clones. 

 

1.5 METHODOLOGY 

1. Problem Statement: First we studied about WSN networks and different types of attacks 

and then we studied Node clone attack in WSN. 

2. Requirement Model: In this part, we study the requirements for an efficient distributed 

witness based protocols. 



3. Network and Adversary Model: This section describes the assumed network and 

adversary models. The notations and symbols that we will be using in this report are 

also introduced. 

4. Data Collection: After successfully studying about WSN and other attacks we analyzed 

different algorithm and compared their strengths and drawbacks. 

5. Protocol: In this we describe the working of our protocol and analyzed various 

parameters’ efficiency. 

6. Simulation: Finally, we will simulate our threat model and then show how our proposed 

algorithm is successful. 
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CHAPTER-2 

 

2.1 LITERATURE SURVEY 

The first attempt for the detection of clones was a centralized one proposed in [39] which was a 

naïve solution relying on an assisted central authority or “base station assisted central authority”.  

The very first distributed solution (naïve) for node clone detection is “Node-to-Network 

Broadcasting” (N2NB) [24]. In N2NB a message is flooded by all the nodes containing the 

information of location in the network and after that the received information (of location) is 

compared with neighborhood nodes. A replica is identified on accepting a conflicting case. It is 

separated from the network after abortion. Some distributed approaches proposed to distinguish 

clone assaults by utilizing “claimer-reporter-witness framework” likewise called “witness node 

based technique” [24–32]. These are the most promising procedures up until this point. However 

there are still a few restrictions. 

B.Parno ET. Al. [24] was the first to propose two probabilistic algorithms Line-Selected Multicast 

(LSM) and Randomized Multicast (RM) for the full fledge detection of clones/replicas in WSN 

which follow the claimer reporter witness method. In Randomized Multicast, when a claimer node 

announces its location by locally broadcasting the signed location claim to its neighbors, each of its 

neighbor nodes become a reporter with probability p after verifying the credibility of the location. 

Each reporter then selects   random destinations in the network and forwards the genuine location 

claim to the node close to those haphazard locations that are called witness nodes. If there is a clone 

in the network and the reporters of that cloned node also select O random end points then by 

exploiting the birthday paradox at least one common witness will receive two conflicting location 

claims with high probability. This witness node can revoke the clone/replica node and immediately 

publicize the network with the evidence of incoherent location claims to discredit. Randomized 

Multicast means high communication cost as each neighbor has to send   messages to accomplish 

common witnesses. In Line-Selected Multicast, when a claimer node declares its location, each 

neighbor becomes a reporter and has a probability p after locally checking the signature of the 

claim and then forwards it to randomly selected end points. The location claim must pass through 

several intermediate nodes during its propagation from a reporter node to a witness node, on the 

forwarding route which also store the location claim randomly drawing a line across the network 

and thus serve as additional witnesses. In case of a replicated node, when a clashing location claim 

by a clone node crosses the forwarded path for the legitimate node, the B.Parno ET. Al. [24] was 
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the first to propose two probabilistic calculations Line-Selected Multicast (LSM) and Randomized 

Multicast (RM) for the full fledge recognition of clones/copies in WSN which take after the claimer 

correspondent witness strategy. In Randomized Multicast, when a claimer hub declares its area by 

locally communicating the marked area claim to its neighbors, each of its neighbor hubs turn into a 

columnist with likelihood p subsequent to confirming the validity of the area. Every journalist then 

chooses arbitrary goals in the system and advances the veritable area claim to the hub near those 

indiscriminate areas that are called witness hubs. In the event that there is a clone in the system and 

the columnists of that cloned hub likewise select O arbitrary end focuses then by misusing the 

birthday Catch 22 no less than one basic witness will get two clashing area claims with high 

likelihood. This witness hub can repudiate the clone/reproduction hub and instantly expose the 

system with the proof of mixed up area cases to ruin. Randomized Multicast implies high 

correspondence taken a toll as each neighbor needs to send messages to fulfill regular witnesses. In 

Line-Selected Multicast, when a claimer hub proclaims its area, each neighbor turns into a 

columnist and has a likelihood p after locally checking the mark of the claim and afterward 

advances it to haphazardly choose end focuses. The area guarantee must go through a few moderate 

hubs amid its spread from a columnist hub to a witness hub, on the sending course which likewise 

store the area assert arbitrarily drawing a line over the system and in this manner fill in as extra 

witnesses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure5. Witness Node Selection 

Figure 3. Working of RAWL protocol. 
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Steps of RAWL:- 

1.  Each node broadcasts a signed location claim. 

2.  Each of the node’s neighbors forwards the claim probabilistically to some randomly 

selected nodes.  

3. Each randomly selected node, containing the claim to start a random walk in the network, 

sends a message, and the witness nodes are selected by passed nodes and will store the 

claim. 

4. If a different location claim is witnessed for a same node ID, it can use these claims to abort 

the cloned node.  

Their 2nd protocol, TRAWL adds a trace table at every node to decrease memory cost and 

is based on RAWL. The RAWL needs more random walks steps and random walk  in order 

to achieve a high detection probability and this leads to higher memory cost which is more 

than twice the communication overhead of LSM and higher communication cost.  

Figure 5 shows how RAWL protocol works .The memory cost is reduced by proposing 

TRAWL but the communication cost still exist. 

 

Both “RAWL and TRAWL” utilize comparative methodology for choosing “witness nodes”, 

varying in that “TRAWL” lessening the costs of memory. This is done by employing trace table. 

This report, “RAWL” is chosen to compare with RWND, in light of the fact that first it is the most 

promising solution up until now, and secondly witness nodes are selected in RAWL by using 

random walks. In RWND we additionally utilize straightforward random walk however in a totally 

extraordinary way to select witnesses i.e. by merging system division with a novel witness choice 

technique. 

In this report, a” review of commitment in [29] and after further exploring the “RWND” 

convention by hypothetically analyzing selection methods and the area division area, another 

mechanism for selection of witness node  is presented. The examination and further simulations 

demonstrate that RWND outflanks the beforehand proposed conventions regarding high clone 

location probability and more grounded security of witness nodes along with direct overheads”. 
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Alternate procedures for the discovery of node clone/replication assault in mobile and static sensor 

system can be found in more elaborated manner in [41–43]. 
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CHAPTER-3 

 

 

3.1 SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

3.1.1 Distributed witness node based method and its requirements 

In witness node based techniques, basic witness (converging witness) nodes are critical element 

because these witnesses in the end distinguish and disavow the clones in the system. The security 

of these witness nodes is imperative as in deterministic conventions. It is comparatively simple for 

an attacker to catch and clone and after that compromise the witness nodes due to a small number 

of neighbors. An attacker can prevail by continuing the compromise of these witness nodes amid 

the lifetime of the network. To guarantee the security of witness node, the selection of these 

witnesses ought to be non-deterministic and every one of the node in the system ought to have an 

equivalent probability of being witnesses. Subsequently, it will be more troublesome for an enemy 

to effectively launch clone attack in non-deterministic protocol in light of the fact that the 

neighbors of a node are not known and they vary in every execution of the protocol. Additionally, 

the witness nodes ought to be consistently dispersed in the whole network. Also it must not be 

chosen more than once from a specific location of the network. These necessities ought to be 

satisfied to ensure the security of critical witness nodes which thus increases the detection 

likelihood of clones.  

Since wireless sensor networks are resource constrained networks, both as far as energy of nodes 

and memory of node is concerned, it is in a way exceptionally difficult to design protocols with 

minimum overhead. In the event that the nodes begin depleting their batteries the entire system 

usefulness is disturbed. Additionally, if just few nodes are thought for high memory or capacity 

purposes then these nodes can flood which result about packet dropping or packet loss. This 

generously influences the discovery abilities of the protocol. Henceforth it is vital to develop such 

protocols which bring about normal or direct memory and overheads of communication while using 

the assets shrewdly and productively. 
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3.1.2 “Network and Adversary Models” 

This section explains the assumed “network and adversary models” in detail. The notations and 

symbols used in the report are also introduced in this section. 

3.1.2.1 Network Model 

Consider a sensor network in which an extensive no. of cheap sensor hubs are consistently 

appropriated over a wide sending region. Every node is considered to know their own geographic 

areas by using some effectively exhibit limitation calculations. During the execution of clone 

detection protocol nodes are assumed to be stationary. Furthermore nodes are provided with a 

particularly specific personality with a couple of character based private and open keys. Same as 

past works [16–17] [24] [28] [29], we accept that foes can't make sensors with new personalities for 

clones as any two hubs are additionally thought to be ensured by combine shrewd keys. Keeping in 

mind the end goal to supplant the old sensor hubs new sensor hubs can be included into the system 

and like [25] [26] when another hub is included into the system, it needs to make an area guarantee. 

At that point this hub needs to communicate the claim to its neighbors. 

 

3.1.2.2 Adversary Model 

For a foe show, we accept an essential however viable foe that can first look and up some other 

time trade off the sensor hubs. By using cryptographic information acquired from those traded off 

hubs he makes reproductions/clones and later presents them in the system. We likewise accept the 

nearness of checking systems or robotized conventions like SWATT [44] which can draw human 

intervention and starts clearing the system to evacuate bargained hubs if an enemy tries to trade off 

limitless number of sensor hubs. Therefore, we accept that a foe may pick just a specific number of 

hubs to catch and trade off. 
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TABLE1. NOTATIONS USED 

Nn  No. of sensor nodes in the network 

Na  No. of total areas in the network 

Nsa  No. of selected areas by a reporter 

Nc  No. of total  combinations 

Ia  No. of intersecting area(s) 

Sa  Single selected area 

d  Average degree of each node/ No. of neighbor 

 of each node 

Pfd  Probability of forwarding the location claim by a 

neighbor  

Pd  Probability of detecting replica 

r  No. of random walks for each node 

||  Symbol for Concatenation 

t  No.of walk steps by each random walk 

loca  Location information of a node 

IDa  Node’s unique Identity 

Ka
Pvt  Private key of a node 

Ka
Pub  Public key of a node 

Sig{M}Ka
pvt  Node a’ signature on massage M 

H(M)  Hash of massage M 
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3.1.2 “Random Walk with Network Division (RWND)” 

This segment, a protocol called “Random Walk with Network Division (RWND)” for the discovery 

of replicas (node clone attack) is proposed. It is based on “claimer-reporter-witness framework”. 

3.1.2.1 Description 

RWND comprises of random walk and the network division. RWND works in two phases. They 

are:-  

I. The phase of network configuration and  

II. The phase of detection of clone.  

The phase of network configuration: - the whole network is divided into various levels. Afterwards 

these diverse levels define a specific area. Every node in the network falls in a particular area and 

level.  

The phase of clone detection: - the replica is found by employing random walks within an area and 

following a “claimer-reporter-witness framework”. Every node has to communicate a signed 

location claim to reporter (its neighbor hubs). Every reporter node likely forwards the claim to 

some randomly chosen hub from a blend of randomly selected areas. The neighbor(s) of a claimer 

node will choose a single node randomly in every territory. This node will further select 

additional r nodes randomly, that in the end will initiate the random walks. At each random walk 

step the passing nodes will become the witness nodes. Witness nodes in each area are randomly 

selected. They differ in every loop of this mechanism. The division of the system into direct 

measured territories grants a gigantic change over" RAWL" as far as memory cost and 

correspondence as the required number of arbitrary walk steps and irregular strolls are decreased. 

In addition to this, the “higher security of witness nodes is achieved by employing” and starting 

multiple parallel irregular strolls inside a blend of arbitrarily chose ranges. The formal depiction of 

each period of the method is explained in detail underneath. 
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I. The phase of network configuration 

In this method, every hub in the whole network falls in a specific level w.r.t a specific sink (as there 

can be multiple sinks in any network, without any loss of generality, either one “sink or reference 

hub” is utilized) or any “reference hub”. Here, the level speaks to the separation (jump forget 

about) to the doled sink and every zone includes an option number of levels, dependent upon the 

sink outline and arrangement. We expect that the level number in every region is static. It is 

arranged amid the period of system setup relying on the system estimate. “Partitioning the network 

into levels and areas is motivated by [45]”.  

The way toward tagging: - it incorporates division of network into different distinctive levels. At 

that point these levels are relegated to every one of the hubs. It is started dependably by the 

reference hub or sink. A message is sent by the sink hub to its one bounce neighbors and it contains 

zone/level and reference hub id/sink number. At the point when the message is gotten, each and 

every hub communicates a message to illuminate different hubs that it has a place with first level. 

The various hubs tuning in to this message and still not having this data increment the estimation of 

the gut level by one and afterward appoint themselves to this level and later check their region 

before communicating this new level. This procedure proceeds unless and until every one of the 

hubs have a place with a specific level and along these lines is doled out to a zone. When a hub has 

allotted itself to a specific level and range, it begins to disregard every single future communicate 

containing zone and level data. The above component of level and region task to hubs amid the 

period of system arrangement is appeared in Fig 5. 

 

II. The phase of clone detection 

By following the claimer-reporter-witness framework this phase works in 4 stages. 

 Forwarding claim  

 Selection of area, 

 Selection of witness node 

  Detection of clones and 

  Revocation. 
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Forwarding Claim: This is the 1st stage. The process of detection begins. A” signed location 

claim” is forwarded by each node to its one hop node and becomes a “Claimer Node”. Syntax of 

the location claim is:” ”; here “||” depicts the method of 

concatenation. Also here “loca” is the info. of location of the node “a”. 

 

Selection of Area: Subsequent to hearing the claim, each neighboring hub initially confirms the 

authenticity as well as location of the “claimer node” (example- separation amongst “claimer” and 

the one hop next node ought to be inside the range of transmission). The one hop next hub will turn 

into the “Reporter Nodes” hearing the claim, each neighboring center. 

Two steps are performed reporter node(s).  

In the initial which is called “Area Selection”, reporter form a specific area forwards the location 

claim of a claimer node to some discretionarily picked areas using a mechanism of area selection. 

Now this part first portrays amount off zones that are picked by the feature writer node(s) from the 

total number of zones of the framework with the ultimate objective of sending the range. Any no. 

of zones has possible mixes which aren’t ordered and do not have substitution. In wake of picking 

amount of reaches, the “reporter node” then subjectively chooses any 1 blend of districts for 

sending the territory ensure. “By taking after this framework, the reporter(s) from any scope of the 

framework can pick any mix of zones which realizes no short of what one intersection domain 

(typical zone)”. 

Selection of Witness Node: In “RAWL”, the “witness center points” picked discretionarily the 

journalist node(s) which furthermore begin r discretionary walks around the whole framework took 

after by t unpredictable walk steps and a while later each passing center moreover transform into 

the witness centers. In our past work [29], whose working is in like manner showed up in Figure 4, 

the journalist node(s) discretionarily picks g (where g = r) geographic zones by using geographic 

guiding traditions (GPRS [46]) because of probability keeping the true objective to forward the 

claim to the g territories (according to [17], [28] picking a sporadic zone is vastly improved and 

more secure than picking Node ID) in each indiscriminately picked zone. In doing all things 

considered, disregarding the way that the required number of subjective walk steps was 

fundamentally diminished which in this manner diminishes the general correspondence cost to 

some degree when appeared differently in relation to RAWL due the division of the framework into 
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little areas yet the correspondence cost of editorialist to self-assertively picked center points had 

extended as the columnist needs to erratically pick r center points in each picked go for beginning 

the r unpredictable walks. 

The 2nd step that every editorialist performs, portrays the “witness node selection” part that is 

overhauled in the report to fulfill more important security of “witness centers” and furthermore to 

decrease the correspondence expences. 

 This  segment,  reporter of a “claimer center point” will pick a single center self-assertively. Every  

picked domain each of which get the range attest and in the wake of affirming the stamp each of 

them will wind up being the witness center points in the wake of securing the territory ensure and 

will at long last start the r arbitrary strolls of t “walk steps”, the  hubs at every irregular “walk step” 

likewise turning into the neighborhubs. Figure  demonstrates the enhanced witness hub 

determination instrument. This new witness center point decision framework restrains the cost of 

feature writer to self-assertively picked center in each range finally achieving reduced 

correspondence cost of our arrangement which is essential manner of thinking of this instrument. 

The reenactment happens affirm this method  instrument of “witness center” decision has decreased 

the correspondence expensess for achieving greater acknowledgment liklihood when stood out 

from our past work and furthermore RWAL. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure6. Selection of Area [] 
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re7.Selection of witness node [] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Improved witness node selection [] 
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Detection of clone: When “witness node” discovers conflicting information (2 distinct “location 

claims with similar node ID”)  replicas get revoked by broadcasting the 2 clashing claims ( a 

proof). Each hub will end  link with the replicated node after they autonomously confirm the marks. 
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CHAPTER-4 

4.1 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION RESULTS 

In previous techniques of detection adversary can very easily and safely deploy any no. of clones or 

replicas in the whole network.  A small attack is also launched by the attacker in order to protect 

the nodes that it is cloning. To avoid all these attacks we must ensure the security of any WSN 

network. In node clone attacks if the attacker is smart then it targets to find and compromise all the 

witness nodes. This is possible only if the attacker comes to know from the reporter hub about the 

randomly chosen hub in each area from where “random walk starts”.  In this chapter, I have 

theoretically analyzed ways in which my method is better than the previously existing protocols. 

4.1.1 Network Division Analysis  

The network in my method is divided into various different areas. The area division depends on 

many factors such as:- 

 Witness node security 

 Size of areas 

 Aggregate cost of communication 

 Network Size 

The minimum areas assumed in my method are 3. Because if the area is divided into 2 parts  then 

according to the mechanism every reporter selects  both the areas which makes it easy for the 

adversary to detect about the critical ” witness nodes” . As a result it can very easily attack whole 

area to protect its replica or to evade detection. In case of area more than 3 the reporter is able to 

select area in a fully random manner as now there are many ways to select any particular area 

combination. This leads to better security of “witness nodes”. 

 

4.1.2 Area Selection Analysis 

The zone choice system is needy upon the quantity of zones into which the entire system is 

isolated. In the event that the entire system is partitioned into odd number of ranges (3, 5, 7 and so 

on) the reporters will haphazardly choose regions and if the entire system is separated into 
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considerably number of zones (4, 8 et cetera) the reporters will arbitrarily choose areas. My method 

has lesser walk steps as compared to previously existing RAWL protocol and also it has moderate 

communication and memory overheads as compared to RAWL which ad high values.  

4.2 SNAPSHOTS OF RESULTS 

Figure 9. Network of 1000X1000 meters 

When we run the program this is the first screen that displays. It basically takes the input. In my 

project a fixed area of 1000 as length and breath each is pre-defined in the program with 30 nodes 

each is defined because increasing nodes over this will increase the overheads. 
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Figure10. Nodes plotted and Area Selected 

This screenshot displays the 30 nodes that are plotted over 3 areas in 1000X1000 network. The red 

circled nodes are claimer nodes and the ones on green are witness nodes. Also it shows source and 

destination. 

 

Figure11. Claimer and Reporter Node Found 
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Message boxes popes when claimer and reporter nodes are found. Claimer node locations are saved 

with witness nodes. 

 

Figure12. Random Walks 

Random walks being done in order to find replicas of any node all over the network. 

 

Figure13. Node Replicas Found 
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When any claimer node is found a message box pops up indicating node ID of the clonned nodes.   

Following screenshots are of various graphs: 

 

Figure14. Average Detection Vs Walking Steps 

 

Figure15. Energy Consumption Vs Number of Reporter Nodes 
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Figure16. Packet Delivery Vs Number of Reporter Nodes 
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CHAPTER-5 

4.1 CONCLUSION 

In this report, I have presented a distributed witness node based scheme called RWND for the 

identification of replicas in WSNs (static) which is based on the claimer-reporter-witness 

framework. I have brought up and clarified some huge shortcomings of the latest and promising 

arrangement RAWL for the identification of replicas or hub clone assaults. I have additionally 

decided numerous imperative inadequacies of the entire current accompanying witness hub based 

plans. I have enhanced the past work RWND by presenting another instrument for the witness hub 

choice as the witness determination which is an imperative piece of all the witness hub construct 

techniques in light of which the entire recognition procedure of clones is subject to. I have likewise 

attempted to give a hypothetical investigation of instrument of territory determination and the 

security examination of entire plan. The reenactment comes about contrasting new plan and 

RAWL. The broad reenactments affirm this new strategy beats the RAWL convention as the 

security of neighbor hubs is expanded essentially with fundamental correspondence, calculation 

and memory overheads. 
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APPENDICES 

CODE: 

clc; 

clear; 

try 

disp('WELCOME TO SENSOR NETWORKS...............Clone Detection'); 

packet_size=1000; 

no_nodes=30; 

net_length=input('ENTER THE LENGTH OF THE NETWORK: '); 

net_width=input('ENTER THE WIDTH OF THE NETWORK: '); 

figure,   

  

  

x_loc1=[331 15 184 43 31 31 205 241 264 272]; 

y_loc1=[603 94 87 424 593 827 494 209 677 775]; 

x_loc2=[368 375 477 514 521 562 625 618 650]; 

y_loc2=[350 187 936 952 840 897 255 86 237]; 

x_loc3=[868 875 977 714 821 762 925 918 770 750]; 

y_loc3=[350 187 936 952 840 897 255 86 237 500]; 

for i=1:numel(x_loc1) 

   hold on 

   xloc1(i)=x_loc1(i);  %%%%%x locations of the nodes  

   yloc1(i)=y_loc1(i);  %%%% locate y coordinates of the nodes 

   plot(xloc1(i),yloc1(i),'b*','linewidth',2,'MarkerSize',10); 

   text(xloc1(i)+10,yloc1(i)+10,num2str(i),'linewidth',5); 

   node_id1(i)=i; 

   xlabel('NETWORK LENGTH'); 

   ylabel('NETWORK WIDTH'); 

   title('SENSOR NETWORK'); 

   pause(0.5); 

end 

for i=1:numel(x_loc2) 

   hold on 

   xloc2(i)=x_loc2(i);  %%%%%x locations of the nodes  

   yloc2(i)=y_loc2(i);  %%%% locate y coordinates of the nodes 

   plot(xloc2(i),yloc2(i),'b*','linewidth',2,'MarkerSize',10); 

   text(xloc2(i)+10,yloc2(i)+10,num2str(i),'linewidth',5); 

   node_id2(i)=i; 

   xlabel('NETWORK LENGTH'); 

   ylabel('NETWORK WIDTH'); 
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   title('SENSOR NETWORK'); 

   pause(0.5); 

end 

  

  

for i=1:numel(x_loc3) 

   hold on 

   xloc3(i)=x_loc3(i);  %%%%%x locations of the nodes  

   yloc3(i)=y_loc3(i);  %%%% locate y coordinates of the nodes 

   node_id3(i)=i; 

   plot(xloc3(i),yloc3(i),'b*','linewidth',2,'MarkerSize',10); 

   text(xloc3(i)+10,yloc3(i)+10,num2str(i),'linewidth',5); 

   xlabel('NETWORK LENGTH'); 

   ylabel('NETWORK WIDTH'); 

   title('SENSOR NETWORK'); 

   pause(0.5); 

end 

  

  

for jp=1:no_nodes 

   energy_nodes(jp)=no_nodes*rand; 

   ini_delay(jp)=rand; 

end 

  

x1=[300 300]; 

y1=[0 1000]; 

line(x1,y1,'Color','r','LineStyle','--','linewidth',2); 

hold on; 

x2=[700 700]; 

y2=[0 1000]; 

line(x2,y2,'Color','r','LineStyle','--','linewidth',2); 

  

  

source=round(no_nodes*rand); 

hold on 

if source==0 

   source=12;   

end 
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dest=round(no_nodes*rand); 

if dest==0 

   dest=9;      

end 

  

  

  

figure(1), 

if source>=0 & source<=10 

    

plot(xloc1(numel(x_loc1*rand)),yloc1(numel(x_loc1*rand)),'g^','linewidth',2

,'MarkerSize',15); 

    text(xloc1(numel(y_loc1*rand))+10,yloc1(numel(y_loc1*rand))+10,'SRC'); 

elseif source>=11 & source<=19 

    

plot(xloc2(numel(x_loc2*rand)),yloc2(numel(x_loc2*rand)),'g^','linewidth',2

,'MarkerSize',15); 

    text(xloc2(numel(y_loc2*rand))+10,yloc2(numel(y_loc2*rand))+10,'SRC'); 

else 

    

plot(xloc3(numel(x_loc3*rand)),yloc3(numel(x_loc3*rand)),'g^','linewidth',2

,'MarkerSize',15); 

    text(xloc3(numel(x_loc3*rand))+10,yloc3(numel(x_loc3*rand))+10,'SRC'); 

end 

     

  

hold on; 

if dest>=0 & dest<=10 

    

plot(xloc1(numel(x_loc1*rand)),yloc1(numel(x_loc1*rand)),'k^','linewidth',2

,'MarkerSize',15); 

    text(xloc1(numel(y_loc1*rand))+10,yloc1(numel(y_loc1*rand))+10,'DST'); 

elseif dest>=11 & dest<=19 

    

plot(xloc2(numel(x_loc2*rand)),yloc2(numel(x_loc2*rand)),'k^','linewidth',2

,'MarkerSize',15); 

    text(xloc2(numel(y_loc2*rand))+10,yloc2(numel(y_loc2*rand))+10,'DST'); 

else 
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plot(xloc3(numel(x_loc3*rand)),yloc3(numel(x_loc3*rand)),'^k','linewidth',2

,'MarkerSize',15); 

    text(xloc3(numel(x_loc3*rand))+10,yloc3(numel(x_loc3*rand))+10,'DST'); 

end 

  

  

  

  

% Clone Nodes % 

  

x_clones=[]; 

y_clones=[]; 

  

  

   dp=20*rand; 

   if dp<5 

      for x=1:5 

          clone_nodes=round(numel(xloc1)*rand); 

          if clone_nodes==0 

              clone_nodes=4; 

          end 

          cl_nodes(x)=clone_nodes; 

      end 

      figure(1) 

      

plot(xloc1(cl_nodes),yloc1(cl_nodes),'ro','linewidth',3,'MarkerSize',11); 

      text(xloc1(cl_nodes),yloc1(cl_nodes),'CL'); 

       

   end 

   if dp>5 & dp<=10    

           for x=1:5 

              clone_nodes=round(numel(xloc2)*rand); 

              if clone_nodes==0 

                  clone_nodes=5; 

              end 

              cl_nodes(x)=clone_nodes; 

              cl_xloc(x)=xloc1(clone_nodes); 

              cl_yloc(x)=yloc1(clone_nodes); 
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           end 

           figure(1) 

           

plot(xloc2(cl_nodes),yloc2(cl_nodes),'ro','linewidth',3,'MarkerSize',11); 

           text(xloc2(cl_nodes),yloc2(cl_nodes),'CL'); 

   end 

   if dp>10 

           for x=1:5 

              clone_nodes=round(numel(xloc3)*rand); 

              if clone_nodes==0 

                  clone_nodes=7; 

              end 

              cl_nodes(x)=clone_nodes; 

              cl_xloc(x)=xloc2(clone_nodes); 

              cl_yloc(x)=yloc2(clone_nodes); 

           end 

           figure(1) 

           

plot(xloc3(cl_nodes),yloc3(cl_nodes),'ro','linewidth',3,'MarkerSize',11); 

           text(xloc3(cl_nodes),yloc3(cl_nodes),'CL'); 

           

   end 

    

  

% For Cover Area 1 % 

for i=1:numel(x_loc1) 

    for j=2:numel(x_loc1) 

       dist_c=sqrt((xloc1(i)-xloc1(j))^2+(yloc1(i)-yloc1(j))^2); 

       cov_area(i,1)=node_id1(i); 

       if dist_c<400 

                cov_area1(i,j)=node_id1(j); 

                dist_area1(i,j)=dist_c; 

       end 

    end 

       

end 

  

save('neighbor_area1','cov_area1','dist_area1'); 

[rs1,cs1]=size(cov_area1); 
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for i=1:rs1 

   dist_nod1(i)=sum(dist_area1(i,:)); 

end 

  

[min_dist1 id1]=sort(dist_nod1,'descend');  

  

  

  

% For Cover Area 2 % 

for i=1:numel(x_loc2) 

    for j=2:numel(x_loc2) 

       dist_c=sqrt((xloc2(i)-xloc2(j))^2+(yloc2(i)-yloc2(j))^2); 

       cov_area(i,1)=node_id2(i); 

       if dist_c<400 

                cov_area2(i,j)=node_id2(j); 

                dist_area2(i,j)=dist_c; 

       end 

    end 

       

end 

save('neighbor_area2','cov_area2','dist_area2'); 

[rs2,cs2]=size(cov_area2); 

for i=1:rs2 

   dist_nod2(i)=sum(dist_area2(i,:)); 

end 

  

[min_dist2 id2]=sort(dist_nod2,'descend');  

  

  

% For Cover Area 3 % 

for i=1:numel(x_loc3) 

    for j=2:numel(x_loc3) 

       dist_c=sqrt((xloc3(i)-xloc3(j))^2+(yloc3(i)-yloc3(j))^2); 

       cov_area(i,1)=node_id3(i); 

       if dist_c<400 

                cov_area3(i,j)=node_id3(j); 

                dist_area3(i,j)=dist_c; 

       end 

    end 
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end 

save('neighbor_area3','cov_area3','dist_area3'); 

[rs3,cs3]=size(cov_area3); 

for i=1:rs3 

   dist_nod3(i)=sum(dist_area3(i,:)); 

end 

  

[min_dist3 id3]=sort(dist_nod3,'descend');  

  

save all_config 

  

load all_config 

[ nodes_authent ] = authentication( no_nodes ); 

  

cl_node=id1(1); 

msgbox(['Claimer Node is: ',num2str(cl_node)]);   % Claimer node id 

  

reporter_node=cov_area1(cl_node,:);   % Reporter nodes ids 

reporter_node(find(reporter_node==0))=[]; 

  

pause(1); 

msgbox(['Reporter Nodes Id: ',num2str(reporter_node)]);   

prob_rep_node=rand(1,numel(reporter_node));   % Probabilities of reporter 

nodes 

  

  

pause(1); 

%Area selection% 

no_areas=3; 

sel_area=round(no_areas*rand); 

if sel_area==0 

   sel_area=2;  

end 

  

  

% Selecting witness node in each area % 

wit_nodes1=[]; 

wit_nodes1(1,1)=round(numel(xloc1)*rand); 
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wit_nodes1(1,2)=xloc1(cl_node(1)); 

wit_nodes1(1,3)=yloc1(cl_node(1)); 

  

wit_nodes2=[]; 

wit_nodes2(1,1)=round(numel(xloc2)*rand); 

wit_nodes2(1,2)=xloc1(cl_node(1)); 

wit_nodes2(1,3)=yloc1(cl_node(1)); 

  

wit_nodes3=[]; 

wit_nodes3(1,1)=round(numel(xloc3)*rand); 

wit_nodes3(1,2)=xloc1(cl_node(1)); 

wit_nodes3(1,3)=yloc1(cl_node(1)); 

  

save('Witness Nodes','wit_nodes1','wit_nodes2','wit_nodes3'); 

msgbox('Claimer Node Locations are saved with the Witness nodes'); 

  

pause(1); 

  

figure(1); 

plot(xloc1(wit_nodes1(1)),yloc1(wit_nodes1(1)),'gs','linewidth',4,'MarkerSi

ze',11); 

text(xloc1(wit_nodes1(1))+10,yloc1(wit_nodes1(1))+10,'WN'); 

hold on; 

plot(xloc2(wit_nodes2(1)),yloc2(wit_nodes2(1)),'gs','linewidth',4,'MarkerSi

ze',11); 

text(xloc2(wit_nodes2(1))+10,yloc2(wit_nodes2(1))+10,'WN'); 

hold on; 

plot(xloc3(wit_nodes3(1)),yloc3(wit_nodes3(1)),'gs','linewidth',4,'MarkerSi

ze',11); 

text(xloc3(wit_nodes3(1))+10,yloc3(wit_nodes3(1))+10,'WN'); 

  

% Random Walks % 

  

N = no_areas; 

F = @(t,X) zeros(N,1); 

G = @(t,X) eye(N); 

S = sde(F,G,'startState',zeros(N,1)); 

  

X = S.simByEuler(10000,'ntrials',1,'Z',@(t,X) RandDir(N)); 
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pause(1); 

figure, 

axis off; 

grid on; 

comet(X(:,1),X(:,2)); 

title('Random Walks for clone searching'); 

plot(X(:,1),X(:,2)); 

title('Random Walks for clone searching'); 

  

  

% Finding Conflicts % 

  

p=1; 

q=1; 

r=1; 

for i=1:numel(xloc1) 

   if xloc1(i)==cl_xloc(1) | xloc1(i)==cl_xloc(2) | xloc1(i)==cl_xloc(3) 

      clone_ids(p)=i;  

      p=p+1; 

       

        

   end 

end 

    

for i=1:numel(xloc2) 

   if xloc2(i)==cl_xloc(1) | xloc2(i)==cl_xloc(2) | xloc2(i)==cl_xloc(3) 

      clone_ids(q)=i;  

      q=q+1; 

        

   end 

end 

    

for i=1:numel(xloc3) 

   if xloc3(i)==cl_xloc(1) | xloc3(i)==cl_xloc(2) | xloc3(i)==cl_xloc(3) 

      clone_ids(r)=i; 

      r=r+1;  

   end 
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end 

  

clone_ids(find(clone_ids==0))=[]; 

msgbox(['Clone is Detected and Clone is having Node Ids: 

',num2str(clone_ids)]); 

  

[r,c]=size(X); 

max_prob=100; 

for i=1:r 

    

det_probability(i)=abs(X(i,1)*numel(clone_ids)*sum(min_dist1))/packet_size; 

    if det_probability(i)>max_prob 

        det_probability(i)=abs(max_prob-rand); 

    end 

     

end 

  

pause(1); 

figure, 

plot(det_probability(1:100)); 

xlabel('Walking Steps'); 

ylabel('Avg Detection'); 

total_min_dist=(min_dist1(1)+min_dist2(1)+min_dist3(1)); 

for i=1:numel(reporter_node) 

    energy_consump(i)=(energy_nodes(i)*ini_delay(i))/numel(reporter_node); 

    packet_del(i)=energy_consump(i).*total_min_dist; 

end 

  

figure, 

plot(energy_consump,'-bs','linewidth',2); 

xlabel('No. of Reporter Nodes'); 

ylabel('Energy Consumption(mJ)'); 

title('ENERGY CONSUMPTION'); 

  

pause(1); 

figure, 

plot(packet_del,'-rs','linewidth',2); 

xlabel('No. of Reporter Nodes'); 

ylabel('Packet Delivery (bits/sec)'); 

title('Packet Deliveries'); 
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catch 

    msgbox('Something Went wrong...........Kindly Run again.......'); 

end 


